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HUNTONHUNTON  HIGHLIGHTS & EVENTSHIGHLIGHTS & EVENTS
Cool Rides & Hot Rods: First Annual HVAC
Industry Car Show

On Saturday, October 26th, 2019, Hunton teamed
up with HPD Clear Lake to bring Houston its first
HVAC industry car show. All of the proceeds from
this event went to HPD Clear Lake's Backpacks
for Kids- an organization that makes it possible for
thousands of children in need to receive
backpacks and school supplies every year.

The event was open to the public and free to
attend. The morning kicked off with our executive
team leading a police escorted VIP cruise through
Houston. Eventually, everyone lined up their
vehicles in the Hunton Distribution parking lot for
viewing. Our Hunton volunteers cooked and
served up tacos and gave out door prizes while
everyone strolled around checking out all the
vehicles. We had a distinguished panel of judges
that voted on the winners and attendees
participated in voting for the People's Choice
Award.

The event ended up being a huge success for a
wonderful cause. We hope to see you and your
family at the next Cool Rides & Hot RodsCool Rides & Hot Rods HVAC
industry car show in 2020!

VIEW MORE PHOTOSVIEW MORE PHOTOS

HUNTONHUNTON  SMART CENTERSMART CENTER
The Value of ConnectivityThe Value of Connectivity

At Hunton Services, we understand that
buildings are composed of complex
structures, technologies, and systems.
As these systems have evolved and
improved, there are more options than
ever to operate efficiently and
effectively. You can now connect your
building's performance to the mission of
your business with Hunton SMART
Services.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/thehuntongroup/albums/72157711541698622
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d346ewoYdzg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cM_WeO82RQ


With the addition of Hunton SMART
Services to your building automation
system, we will utilize analytic
technology to perform perpetual
commissioning on your building. At our
Hunton SMART Center, performance
on multiple systems throughout your
building are continuously measured to
find hidden or unnoticed equipment
faults, performance problems, as well
as the root cause of those problems.

Whether we're just supervising HVAC
systems or a comprehensive building
automation system covering your entire
building or campus, the experts at
Hunton SMART Services can offer you
a virtually self-operating smart building so you can focus on your business.

For more information, contact us at 713-643-8336 713-643-8336 or visit our webpage.visit our webpage.

INDUSTRY NEWS FROMINDUSTRY NEWS FROM  TRANETRANE
Approaching Zero Energy

Every building, commercial or residential, has a
financial or sustainable goal – or both! Either way
– a more flexible, energy agile zero energy
building offers a more powerful way to
decarbonize and reduce energy spend, providing
lower costs at higher value. As more renewable
energy is added to the grid and to buildings, load
flexibility offers a powerful way to decarbonize,
manage energy loads and reduce energy spend.

READ MOREREAD MORE

BEFORE

PROJECT PROJECT SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT
Brazosport College

Our Special Projects team was tasked with
replacing 30+ year old chill water and hot water
piping at Brazosport College. It was a labor
intensive job with many moving parts. With just a
two-week time frame, our team installed the proper
flooring and wall protection before the project even
commenced. In the end, we demoed almost a mile
of piping on this project. New isolation valves were
installed and all the new piping was re-insulated.
The last phase of the project entails the installation
of 2x2' lay-in grid ceilings, installation of new LED
lighting in the hallways, and updating the pipe
drawings and specifications for the college to show
the correct pipe sizes, connection points, and
newly installed valves.

For more information on what our Special Projects
team can do for you, visit our webpagevisit our webpage or call us
at 713-643-8336713-643-8336.

https://huntonservices.com/special-projects/
https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/us/en/about-us/newsroom/blogs/approaching-zero-energy.html
https://huntonservices.com/special-projects/


AFTER

HUNTONHUNTON  VIDEOSVIDEOS

In 2019, we began an initiative to bring you a more accessible way to explore our capabilities here at
Hunton Services. So far, Hunton Rental Solutions and our Industrial Services team have created for you
a quick and easy way to learn about some of our many capabilities. Check them out below and stay tuned
for more videos to come!

To watch more Hunton videos, visit our YouTube channel.visit our YouTube channel.
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